Love

A change of heart
If this is just a crush
So tell me how come it causes the pain
If this is just a crush
So tell me why your smile
still lingers in my memory

When you are together with that ‘special
someone’, you pretend to ignore that person. But when that ‘special someone’ is not
around, you might look for him/her. From
that moment you are in love. To make this
unspoken language forever spoken, e-mail
us love@sundayobserver.lk or send in your
letters to
Love, Sunday Observer
Features, 35,D.R.Wijewardene Mw.,Colombo
10. Tel.2429237/232/227 Open your heart
and share your thoughts, views and let love
say it all........

A good morning wish
That was once so precious
Seems so out of place now
A simple word of welcome
Seems just another word now
A look of adoration
Seems just another look of recognition now
Yes, change of the heart has happened
with your words of departure
And I wonder now
What could have been there for us
In the future if it was never changed....
Bertholamuze Nisansala Dharmasena,
Matara.
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Dear lovers,
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Build up your relationship gradually

With all ups and downs in life working out
your relationship or keeping your relationship
strong would definitely be a challenge in one’s
life. I think there is not a single relationship
which would flow smoothly everyday in the
same manner. But this does not mean the relationship is languishing. To keep it stronger I
would suggest three elements true lovers
should be aware of, it’s love, hope and confidence.
‘Love’ is the most influential out of all three.
It contains all what you feel for your lover
mentally and physically. Whether he or she is
in a cheerful or blue mood it always helps one
to make things right or better. It is the strength
to overcome your day to day obstacles, challenges failures and most of all true love can
heal the pain. Dear lovers, the only and the
most beautiful way to win the world or to have
the world at your feet is to love your partner
and keep building the ‘confidence’ with each
other.
The second method is to build ‘confidence’
with him or her. To overcome the negative feelings such as doubts, jealousy or your fears in
life would help you to share or find solutions
where one would not feel lonely or lost even
during splintering moments in life. Dear lovers
remember the confidence that you’re building
with your partner is the confidence that you
build with your self. With the two elements I
have mentioned above, there is one more
important element, ‘hope’.
Loving ‘hopes’ are necessary in a relationship. Each other’s passions and dreams are to
be built is essential. Hopes can play magic in a
relationship, this is what keeps you get going
day by day. These three elements are tangled
together, so to build a strong and ever lasting
relationship try building these elements and
then after a short period of time gradually your
relationship would grow with love, confidence
and hope.

Famous Love Story Spencer Tracy and Katherine Hepburn
ne of the most enduring
and celebrated love stories
revolves
round
Katherine Hepburn and
Spencer Tracy. Katherine Hepburn
was the delight of many cine-goers
with eclectic taste. She had starred
in many very well-known Hollywood movies like “Woman of the
Year”, “Adam’s Rib”, and “Pat
and Mike”.
Spencer Tracy on the other
hand, is regarded as one of the
finest actors of all times. He was a
two-time Academy Award winner. He excelled in any type of
role, and in 1923, married Louise
Treadwell, by whom he had two
children. Spencer Tracy and
Katherine Hepburn were never
married, but being deeply in love,
they lived together for 27 long
years, till the death of Spencer
Tracy.
Spencer Tracy and Katherine
Hepburn fell in love very deeply
with each other. Her whole life
and career was dominated by her
love for Tracy, though the
romance had its moments of distress and despair.
Spencer Tracy and Katherine
Hepburn could never marry, he
was a devout Catholic and never
divorced his wife.
Hepburn and Tracy have
become one of the greatest romantic legends and a brilliant movie
pair. The period of their love gave
Hollywood and world cinema
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some of the most brilliant films ever
to be made.
Their love and understanding for
each other made the on screen pairing dazzle with the same chemistry.
The nine films which Spencer
Tracy and Katherine Hepburn

made together are a proof of their
strong love both off screen and on
screen.Hepburn’s love for Tracy
was undiminished even after his
death. She was reclusive about her
life and only spoke of her love after
the death of Louise in 1983.

Love lines
Hope and you
People live on hope
I live on you,
Because you are my hope
But when you say,
“Don’t keep hopes on me”
How can I bear it up?
As I have no hope
Without you.
Kalana Manawadu
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